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Direct evidence for 8-interstitial-controlled nucleation
of extended defects in c -Si
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~Received 11 May 2000; accepted for publication 1 November 2000!

The areal density of extended defects in P-implanted and annealed Si is observed to increase with
ion dose to the power 8. A simple model based on Poisson statistics applied to point defects created
during ion implantation shows that such a dependence corresponds to enhanced stability of
interstitial clusters consisting of at least eight interstitial atoms, and it implies an interstitial
‘‘clustering’’ radius of 0.8 nm. The direct observation of ‘‘n58’’ confirms the curious behavior
observed earlier in transient-enhanced diffusion of B in Si, and provides a quantitative explanation
of the threshold dose for the formation of extended defects in ion-implanted Si. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~01!03001-7#
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Complete understanding and detailed modeling of
removal of ion-implantation damage in Si and the accom
nying transient-enhanced impurity diffusion~TED! are ham-
pered by a lack of insight into the clustering phase in
defect evolution. The ion-implantation process itself p
duces large numbers of vacancies (V) and interstitials (I )
and their immediate complexes after association with an
purity atom. Many years of mostly spectroscopic studie1,2

have elucidated the structure and properties of many of th
defects. Since the implantation injects new atoms into
crystal, the number ofI no longer balances theV. The end
result of the defect annealing leads often to the formation
extended defects such as the$311% defect and, subsequently
to even larger structures such as dislocation loops, wh
actually contain the excessI ~11 model!.3 These ‘‘large’’
structures have been well characterized, even quantitativ
by transmission electron microscopy~TEM!.4 The transition
region in between, where defect clusters are made up
3–300 individual point defects, however, remains elusive
the point where it has been described as ‘‘the miss
link.’’ 5,6

Significant progress has been made recently, both
perimentally and theoretically. Deep-level transient spectr
copy analysis can now distinguish betweenI clusters and
$311%-type defects.5,7 Photoluminescence results have be
interpreted to mean that a$311% is structurally different from
an I cluster, and not just a larger version of it.8 Detailed
tight-binding andab initio calculations show that the forma
tion energy perI is decreasing with cluster size,9 but these
calculations did not show enhanced stability of ‘‘n58’’ clus-
ters. Other calculations, however, did show significan
lower formation energies forn54 andn58 clusters then for
clusters only 1 atom larger or smaller.10 Such an enhance
stability had been deduced from inverse modeling of thI
cluster ripening process and its effect on broadening~TED!
of B markers in Si.11 In this letter, we augment these rece
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results with a direct observation of ‘‘n58’’ enhanced stabil-
ity.

Undoped n-type Czochralski-grown Si wafers~r>10
V cm, 300mm thick! were implanted at 7° off normal with
230 keV P ions at wafer temperatures of 2361, 15063, and
30062 °C. The wafers were then annealed in a rapid therm
annealing~RTA! system at 1000 °C for 30 s under N2 atmo-
sphere. The density, size, and configuration of the exten
defects in higher-dose samples were determined by p
view transmission electron microscopy~pv-TEM!. Reliably
extracting a power-law dependence of the extended de
density on ion dose requires that the former be measu
over several orders of magnitude, and most data points
well below the threshold for observation by TEM. Therefo
the extended defects in lower-dose samples were deline
using a Wright etch solution12 and observed by optical mi
croscopy. A Wright etch delineates a defect as a result o
increased oxidation rate in the defect area. In order to p
duce an optically visible pit, the defect has to be lar
enough and must involve several thousands of atoms~i.e.,
extended defect!. Also, a fairly good correspondence
found in the literature between the position of the extend
defects and the etch pits.13 Hence, small defect cluster
should not produce such visible etch pits, besides the
that they are not expected to survive the thermal anneal
ceding the Wright etch. The samples were etched;2 mm,
well below the region where the extended defects are
cated, nearRP;0.5 mm.

Although not shown here, the as-implanted and~higher-
dose! annealed samples were also evaluated by channe
and TEM and the results14 confirmed that the samples obe
the ‘‘11’’ model for the room-temperature~RT! implanta-
tions, but a modified ‘‘11’’ model for the hot implants.

Figure 1 shows how the extended defect density depe
on dose for different implant temperatures, as measured
TEM ~solid symbols! and Wright etch~open data points!. It
can be divided in two parts. For higher doses, the exten
defect density stabilizes close to a linear increase an
much lower for the 300 °C implants, but these extended
fects are significantly larger than those induced by
il:
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics

o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcpyrts.html.
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implantation.14 However, in this letter we will be mainly
concerned with the lower-dose regime. There, we obser
remarkably steep increase of the number of extended de
with dose~5–6 orders of magnitude for doses between
31014 and 231014P/cm2!. In this part ~below 1.7
31014P/cm2!, no noticeable difference is observed in t
extended defect areal density between room-temperature
300 °C implants.

To understand the process responsible for such a s
increase, we propose an analysis of the data in terms o
statistical distribution of the implantation damage. Here,
made the following assumptions:~i! During the implantation,
the point defects are generated evenly over the implanta
depthd, as schematically depicted in Fig. 2.~ii ! All the point
defects (I andV! included inside a subvolumeg recombine
with each other, leading to an excess of only one type
defect within g at the end of the implantation. The poin
defects have, even at low temperature, some mobility du
the ion implantation and, therefore, it is reasonable to ass
that within each sufficiently small subvolumeg, all I recom-
bine with the availableV until only one type of point defec
remains.~iii ! The remaining defects are considered to form
cluster.~g can thus be thought of as a ‘‘clustering’’ volume!

FIG. 1. Extended defect densities in annealed samples measured by
~filled symbols! and revealed by Wright etch solution~open symbols! as a
function of dosew.

FIG. 2. Schematic cross-sectional representation of the point-defect d
bution in implanted silicon over the implanted depthd. A subvolumeg, for
which the probabilityQn>n0

is calculated@Eq. ~3!#, is also shown.
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Single-collision cascade defect-cluster formation15 or defect-
induced nucleation of amorphous zones16 are not considered

Since N ions are implanted over an areaS and a depthd
of the sample~dosew5N/S!, the average volume density o
point defects will bef5kN/Sd. Here, k represents the
number of stable point defects per incident ion. Because
the first assumption, the probability to findm point defects of
each type (I or V! within g will follow Poisson’s law

Pm~l!5e2llm/m!, l5gf. ~1!

Consequently, considering the second and third assumpt
the probability to form an excess ofn point defects of one
type withing, and thus to find a cluster consisting ofn point
defects is

Qn~l!5 (
m50

`

Pn1m~l!Pm~l!. ~2!

This statistic describes the end result of the point-def
accumulation–recombination process, which happens c
tinuously during the implantation. Then, as a result of t
implantation process, the probability that, withing, a cluster
consisting ofn0 or more point defects~i.e., n>n0! occurs is
given by

Qn>n0
~l!5 (

n5n0

`

Qn~l!. ~3a!

It can be shown that, for small values ofl ~i.e., low doses!,

Qn>n0
~l!'

ln0

n0!
}wn0. ~3b!

The areal density of such clusters will be given by

D5
d

g
Qn>n0

~l!. ~4!

The probability to form clusters at least ofn0 point de-
fects scales as a powern0 of the dose after a low-dose im
plantation. At this point, bothI andV clusters are considere
to be present inside the sample, with an excess ofI clusters.

Then, during the initial stages of a subsequent therm
anneal, energetically weak clusters will disassemble, and
resulting interstitials will recombine with other defects@it is
known that theV disappear quickly~!1 s! ~Ref. 17! during
the first stages of an annealing because of the excess ofI # or
diffuse away to deeper layers or to the surface. Clearly, c
ters that decompose at lower temperatures do not contri
to nucleation of extended defects.

The situation is different for somewhat larger, stab
clusters that disassemble only at higher temperature, a
perature where the crystal mobility allows extended def
nucleation to proceed. If we consider that only clusters lar
than a certain numbern0 of interstitials are stable enough t
survive until extended defects nucleate, then the defect d
sity must depend on the number of available stable clust
The low-dose approximation of Eq.~3! fitted to the data of
Fig. 1 reveals an augmentation followingw8.160.7 at lower
doses. This indicates that only the clusters consisting on
>8 I are actually stable enough to survive the first annea
stages and participate to the extended defect nucleation
cess.

M

ri-
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcpyrts.html.
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The model only considers defects evenly distribu
over the implantation depthd. This is not actually the case
neither is it at the local scale. However, such disparities o
affect the numerical value ofg. The exponentn0 , which is
the main feature of the model, is relatively insensitive
such complications. For any defect distribution function th
includes a density of defects increasing linearly with dose~at
least in first order!, the probability to findn defects in the
same region will be then product of the probabilities, which
will always scale aswn, until second-order terms becom
dominant~e.g., amorphization!. The value ofn058 should
thus reflect a fundamental effect.

The direct observation of an exponent 8, indicative
enhanced stability ofn58 interstitial clusters is in interestin
agreement with the results of Cowernet al.,11 who estimated
the formation energy ofn-interstitial clusters as a function o
n by an inverse modeling of the TED of B in Si. They foun
a clear decrease in energy for this exact value ofn58, and
n>12, which supports very well our argument concerni
the higher stability of such clusters.

Some conclusions can also be drawn from the other
rameters of Eq.~4!. A function of the formD0D, with n058,
d5550 nm, andk5100, has been fitted to the extended d
fect areal density data obtained for the 300 °C implant. T
best fit, represented as a dashed line in Fig. 1, givesg5261
nm3 andD051022.861.7. A tight correlation betweeng and
D0 is responsible for the large uncertainty on their valu
Nevertheless, a ‘‘clustering’’ radius can be extracted fromg
by assuming that this volume represents a sphere of radiur c

~i.e., g54pr c
3/3!, which givesr c50.860.15 nm. This value

is similar to the trap limitedI diffusion length for 20 min at
room temperature, according to the diffusion coefficient
sumed by Jaraı´z et al.17 ~our implantation times ranged from
5 to 15 min!. The value ofD0;1023 suggests that 103 clus-
ters are involved in the nucleation of each extended defec
this case.

The extended defects have been shown to occur w
the areal density of point defects after implantation reach
certain level~the ‘‘Schreutelkamp criterion’’18!. However,
this criterion does not apply to implantation above RT. T
number of point defects after implantation at 150 and 300
is much smaller than for RT implantation and, within th
relevant dose range, independent of ion dose,14 whereas the
threshold ion dose for extended defect formation is relativ
insensitive to the implantation temperature~see Fig. 1!. The
present model allows a generalization of the threshold d
to other implantation temperatures. At RT, the number on
clusters increases at the same ratewn for every cluster sizen
since they are all stable. Above RT,I –V recombination may
reduce drastically the number of small clusters without
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fecting significantly the larger ones. A more reliable~but not
as easily measurable! criterion for extended defect formatio
would then be the number of largen>n0 clusters.

The failure of the11 model for low doses is a natura
consequence of the Poisson statistics explored in this w
The total number of interstitial atoms retained depends
the number of stable clusters. Since only small clusters
formed at low doses, theI contained in these defects are lo
during the first stages of a thermal anneal.

In conclusion, these experiments show that at low do
the density of extended defects in implanted Si increases
power of 8 of the dose. A probabilistic interpretation of the
results indicates clearly that this is a result of the enhan
stability of the eight interstitials. Our results also suggest t
deviations from the Schreutelkamp criterion and the ‘‘11’’
model for above-RT implantation is due to the higher d
composition rates of small clusters compared to larger o
during such implantation.
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